SOLUTION GUIDE

Modernizing revenue intelligence
Benefits of upgrading to the Revedia SaaS platform

Media and entertainment organizations rely on data-driven insight to make the best business
decisions. But the quality of insight your data provides is only as good as the tools available to
analyze it. Companies seeking to maximize content licensing and distribution revenue need more
powerful data intelligence solutions to navigate a rapidly transforming content ecosystem.

Trading up to Revedia
Revedia is the only all-in-one data normalization and revenue management solution that continuously adapts to our industry’s
ever-changing revenue models. Revedia stands apart from other solutions with a unique combination of sophisticated AI
analytics, a user-friendly interface, and continuously enhanced capabilities that enable you to move with agility as your
business model evolves.

Revedia vs. alternatives: key benefits
Teams that switch from other systems to Revedia see significant improvements in the quality of their data analysis and revenue
insight. Our customers report gaining the greatest value in these areas:
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Ready for business
Customers migrating from legacy systems are fully operative on Revedia in an average of just 90 days. Our proven deployment
process assures a seamless transition and timely launch to set you up for success from the start.
• Dedicated expert support
• User onboarding and training
• Historical data migration
• Testing and validation
• Parallel processing

100M

$36B

Subscribers managed annually

Revenue processed annually

1500+

30+

Global distributor relationships

Years of industry experience
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